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Sid and I welcome you to the September issue of the Gazette of the Australian
Mathematical Society.
The Gazette publishes very few technical papers, but we make an exception in
this issue, for an article on visualisation of complex functions by Juan Carlos
Ponce Campuzano. An obvious difficulty is that graphs of complex functions
are necessarily four-dimensional. In recent years, techniques have been developed
which involve identifying each complex number with a colour in a natural way.
This paper provides an overview of the method, and presents open-source online
tools which anyone can use.
At the other end of the historical development of mathematics, Susannah
Waters reports on the historical research of Daniel Mansfield, in particular his
interpretation of a 3700 year old clay tablet indicating that surveyors of that era
understood the relationship between right angles and Pythagorean triples, and
applied it to record land boundaries. This places the foundations of trigonometry
in what is now central Iraq, well before its development in ancient Greece.
The Puzzle Corner presents the solution of the puzzle from the last issue about
the relationship between derivatives and inverse functions, and presents a new
combinatorial puzzle.
Two classical geometry questions featured on the exam papers of the 62nd
International Mathematical Olympiad for high school students, which was held
in July, along with questions on algebra, number theory and combinatorics. We
congratulate the six Australian team members, who earned two Gold medals, two
Silver medals, one Bronze medal and one Honourable Mention. Angelo Di Pasquale
has supplied a detailed report for this issue.
The draft national curriculum for school mathematics, prepared by the Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority, has aroused a deal of controversy. In his regular column, the Society’s President Ole Warnaar describes the
reactions of a number of interested parties. On another issue relevant to many
of us, he reports the ARC’s recent reversal of its previous bizarre rule, which
deemed ineligible any grant application which made reference to preprints. This has
affected the recent announcement of DECRA and Future Fellowships; it remains
to be seen whether there will be any appeals about decisions based on this rule.
The Chair of WIMSIG, Catherine Greenhill, reports on recent activities of the
International Mathematical Union’s Committee for Women in Mathematics, in
particular the establishment of a new organisation, which will be called Asian
and Oceanian Women in Mathematics. In a separate article, the winner of the
AustMS/WIMSIG Maryam Mirzakhani Award, Maud El-Hachem, is interviewed
by Masoud Kamgarpour.
One of the world’s premium awards for Mathematical Physics is the Henri Poincaré
Prize. We are pleased to report that Rodney Baxter of ANU is one of this year’s
recipients.
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We are sad to report the loss of another mathematician/mathematical physicist,
with the passing of Derek Robinson, also of ANU, in August.
Bob O’Malley, who passed away at the end of last year, is remembered in an article
by Ian Sloan, particularly for his contributions to ANZIAM and ICIAM.
The Society’s Secretary, Deborah Jackson, calls for applications for Lift-off
Fellowships and Special Interest Meetings, and informs us that the Society’s
Annual General Meeting will be held via ZOOM, during the annual conference
in December. Details of other conferences appear in the News section, and in the
MATRIX report from Tom Keegan.
David Yost, Centre for Informatics and Applied Optimisation, Federation University Australia,
Ballarat, VIC 3353. Email: d.yost@federation.edu.au

David Yost received a BSc (Hons) from the University of Melbourne, MSc
from the Australian National University and PhD from the University of
Edinburgh a very long time ago. He has held fixed term positions at La
Trobe University, ANU, the Free University of Berlin, the University of
Extremadura and King Saud University, and has been a long-term visitor
and sessional lecturer at several other institutions. His research interests
have moved from C*-algebras and approximation theory through Banach
spaces to combinatorial geometry, optimisation and polytopes. He has
taught a wide variety of mathematics and statistics topics, at all levels,
which included lecturing and conducting oral assessment in German and
Italian, and completing undergraduate examination report sheets in Arabic.
He has been the recipient of a Queen Elizabeth II Fellowship, a Humboldt
Fellowship and the Lester R Ford Award. He returned to Australia in 2003,
to take up a position in Ballarat. After 18 years of service there, he now
joins the growing list of redundancies.

Ole Warnaar*
In my previous column I extensively discussed the draft national curriculum for
Mathematics, as released by the Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting
Authority (ACARA), and the predominantly negative reception of the draft by the
mathematics community. Much has happened since.
On the 2nd of July, I wrote to David de Carvalho, CEO of ACARA, calling for
an extension of the consultation period and requesting details about the actual
design process. David de Carvalho was quick to dismiss the call, responding that
ACARA has been given a clear remit from education ministers to
conclude the review this year and publish the revised Australian
Curriculum on a new website at the start of next year. We set very
clear timelines for the review process, and have publicly communicated
those timelines and processes at the start of the review.
There has been extensive engagement with teachers, curriculum experts
and professional associations in the lead up to the public consultation
window — and the 10-week consultation period is the opportunity for all
members of the community to provide their feedback on the revisions
we have proposed.

It is particularly disappointing to hear that sticking to a preset timeline appears
more important to ACARA than pursuing the best possible outcomes for the new
curriculum. Equally disappointing is that the professional associations mentioned
in David de Carvalho’s response do not include AustMS and AMSI.
On the 8th of July, after consultation with key stakeholders, including AustMS
and Heads of Mathematics, AMSI submitted its detailed response to the draft. The
key conclusion, which can be found in the accompanying media-release published
on AMSI’s webpage, backed the Society’s earlier call, and in fact went one step
further:
[. . . ] AMSI believes the new curriculum should be delayed and is asking
ACARA to halt the current review process.

On the 13th of July I had the opportunity to discuss the draft curriculum for
mathematics with the Federal Minister for Education and Youth, Alan Tudge.
Minister Tudge appeared to be well informed about some of the key issues around
the mathematics curriculum, and showed a genuine interest in the state of primary
and secondary school mathematics education in Australia. After a further meeting
with the Director of AMSI, Prof. Tim Marchant, the Minister has written to
ACARA indicating he will not support the current draft. Similar positions have
since been adopted by the New South Wales and South Australian Governments.
Alan Tudge’s and the States’ stated position concerns the entire curriculum, not
just mathematics, and some of the objections within government circles may

∗ Email:

President@austms.org.au
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be seen as part of the culture wars. Nonetheless, in their respective responses
to ACARA, the views expressed by the mathematics discipline are explicitly
mentioned, and there can be little doubt that the concerted efforts by many in
our community have had a real impact. AMSI and AustMS have jointly written
to Alan Tudge in late August, expressing support for the Minister’s call for a
significant rewriting of the draft national curriculum. The letter concludes with
AMSI and the AustMS would welcome an opportunity to engage with
ACARA, to assist with a thorough revision of the mathematics curriculum, to help address some of the challenges facing school mathematics
and its teaching. The input of the AMSI/AustMS membership will
help ensure that the revision process is supported by a well-rounded
representation, from all the interested parties.

The ball is now in ACARA’s court, so watch this space.
As many of you will be aware, the recent announcement by the ARC of DECRA
and Future Fellowships, has been highly controversial, with a significant number of
applications deemed ineligible due to breaches of the rule that preprints should not
be mentioned in applications. Many applicants, in fact many university research
offices, had either been unaware of this new rule, or perhaps did not take it
too seriously. After all, a rule such as this defies common sense and is simply
impracticable. For some DECRA applicants in mathematics, especially in fields
where publication rates are low and submission-to-publication times are long,
significant parts of track records would have to be suppressed. Moreover, no
applicant can refer to recent important developments, or even not so recent ones
(such as Grigori Perelman’s three famous papers). Perhaps worst of all, such
omissions would be in breach of the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct
of Research, requiring researchers to present information truthfully and accurately
in proposing research, and to appropriately reference and cite the work of others.
As posted previously on the AustMS web page, a large number of learned societies
has jointly written to the CEO of the ARC, Prof. Sue Thomas regarding the issue,
see https://austms.org.au/category/uncategorized/. In a very late amendment to
this column, I am happy to be able to report that the ARC released a statement
on the 14th of September in which they announced that the ‘no preprints rule’ is
to be dropped from all future applications. According to the ARC:
This adjustment to ARC’s policy position reflects contemporary trends
and the emerging significance of preprint acceptance and use across
multiple research disciplines as a mechanism to expedite research and
facilitate open research, as well as to provide greater equity across
disciplines and career stages. [. . . ] The inclusion of preprints will no
longer be considered an eligibility issue and applications will not be
excluded by their use. Instead, the ARC will rely on the knowledge
of its assessors in determining the value, suitability and relevance of
citations and research outputs for the disciplinary field.

With the ArXiv being exactly 30 years old, I leave it to the reader to judge some
of the choice of wording. The ARC concludes their statement with
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The change to preprint requirements cannot be applied to scheme
rounds where application periods have closed. While we acknowledge
the widespread feedback that we have recently received, we must allow
our standard application and appeals processes to be completed for these
cases. We can assure the sector that the appeals process is overseen by a
group of experienced and respected individuals independent of the ARC
and will be progressed as a matter of priority.

I am not exactly sure what this will mean for the hopefully soon-to-be-announced
ARC Discovery Projects. In a meeting with Profs. Bronwen Neil and Craig
Simmons, two of the ARC Executive Directors, I was given assurances that there
would not be a repeat of what recently transpired. Let us hope this indeed will be
the case.

Ole Warnaar is Chair and Professor of Pure Mathematics at the
University of Queensland. His research interests include algebraic
combinatorics, number theory and the theory of special functions.
He currently serves on the MATRIX advisory board, AMSI scientific
board and is the chair of the organising committee of the Simon Marais
Mathematics Competition. Ole is a Fellow of the Australian Academy
of Sciences, Fellow of the Australian Mathematical Society, and joint
recipient of the 2020 George Szekeres Medal. In his spare time he
coaches judo and enjoys rock climbing, running, hiking, reading and
art house movies.

Peter M. Higgins*
Welcome to Puzzle Corner 69 of the Gazette of the Australian Mathematical
Society. In this first section I shall introduce “Playground Problems”. After that
I shall give a solution to Puzzle Corner 68 “Differentiation by Inversion”.
I would be happy to receive your solution to Puzzle Corner 69 not later than October 30, 2021. The email address for solutions is austmspuzzles@gmail.com. Any
particularly interesting solutions received before the deadline will be mentioned in
the next Puzzle Corner.












At primary school I remember the teacher making all the children hold hands to
form a ring to play some game or other. She would tells us to alternate boy-girl,
so that each boy had two girl partners and vice-versa, which I thought at the time
was quite neat! Of course to do this the class had to satisfy the equation b = g,
but that’s all that it took.
Let’s extend this to reflect a more versatile modern era. Suppose we ask each child
whether they would like to hold hand with boys, girls, or one of each. When can
we form a play ring that satisfies every child’s wishes? Let’s introduce a little
notation. Let b (resp. g) stand for the number of boys (resp. girls) who prefer to
have two girls (resp. boys) as partners in the ring. Let bg (resp. gb ) denote the
number of boys (resp. girls) who want one boy and one girl partner, and finally
let B (resp. G) stand for the number of boys (resp. girls) who want both partners
to be boys (resp. girls).
Problem 1. Find the equation (along with any necessary additional conditions)
that captures the requirements to be able to form a play circle in which every child
gets their wish.
Problem 2. Explain how to construct all possible play circles.
Basically, a single equation sorts this out, although to avoid trivial cases, let us
say that we have at least two children to begin with.

Solution to ‘Differentiation by inversion’
Problem 1. We were asked to solve
Z
Z
dy
1
=
⇒
y dy = dx ⇒
dx
y
√
∴ y = 2x + C,
where C is an arbitrary constant.

∗ Email:

peteh@essex.ac.uk

1 2
y = x+C
2
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Problem 2. The problem is to find a function f(x) = Axk that satisfies f 0 (x) =
f −1 (x). And so we have
r
x
1
1
0
k−1
−1
f (x) = kAx
= f (x) = k
= x k A− k
A
1

1

Akxk−1 = A− k x k

⇒

(1)

Equating the exponents of x in (1) gives
1
k−1 =
k

2

⇒

k −k−1= 0

⇒

√
1± 5
k=
.
2

Hence k = φ or 1 − φ, where φ is the Golden ratio. Equating coefficients of x in
(1) gives
1

Ak = A− k

⇒

1

A1+ k k = 1.

(2)

Now
1+

k+1
k2
1
=
=
=k
k
k
k

and
1 = k2 − k

⇒

1
= k − 1.
k

Hence (2) implies that
Ak = k − 1

1

A = (k − 1) k = (k − 1)k−1.

⇒

(3)

Since we seek real solutions, we must continue with the root k = φ as k = 1−φ < 0
gives a complex-valued function. And so from (3) we obtain as our solution:
∴ f(x) = (φ − 1)φ−1 xφ.
Problem 3. First observe that
f 0 (x) = φ(φ − 1)φ−1 xφ−1

(4)

On the other hand, writing y = f(x) we obtain,
x=



y
(φ − 1)φ−1

1

φ

1

⇒

f −1 (x) =

xφ
(φ − 1)

φ−1
φ

1
−φ

= xφ−1 ((φ − 1)φ−1 )

.

Now − φ1 = 1 − φ so that (φ − 1)(− φ1 ) = (φ − 1)(1 − φ) = φ − 1 − φ2 + φ = φ − 1 − 1.
Hence
f −1 (x) = xφ−1 (φ − 1)φ−1 (φ − 1)−1 .

(5)
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Hence (4) and (5) agree if
1
=φ
φ−1
which is of course the case.

⇔

φ2 − φ − 1 = 0,

Peter Higgins is a Professor of Mathematics at the University
of Essex. He is the inventor of Circular Sudoku, a puzzle type
that has featured in many newspapers, magazines, books, and
computer games all over the world. He has written extensively
on the subject of mathematics and won the 2013 Premio Peano
Prize in Turin for the best book published about mathematics
in Italian in 2012. Originally from Australia, Peter has lived
in Colchester, England with his wife and four children since
1990.
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Robert E O'Malley Jr, ANZIAM and ICIAM {
a personal reflection
Ian H Sloan*
Reprinted with permission from ICIAM Dianoia, April 2021,
https:// iciam.org/ newsletter/ 21/ 4/ 9 . Revised 26 July, 2021.
Bob O’Malley, who died on the last day of 2020, had an exceptionally distinguished
mathematical career, including Presidency of SIAM for 1991–1992. I remember him
personally as a larger-than-life character, who had a little-known but profound
effect on the development of ANZIAM, and on its involvement with ICIAM (the
International Council for Industrial and Applied Mathematics) — a subsequent
involvement large enough to include an impressive Congress (the Sydney Congress
in 2003) and later an Australian Presidency.
Bob came to Australia (perhaps more than once) in the late 1980s, as part
of a review committee for some part of Australian mathematics. I remember
him talking to me in perhaps the year 1990 about ICIAM: at that date the
first International Conference (not yet a Congress!) for Industrial and Applied
Mathematics had been held three years earlier in Paris. The thing that sticks
in my mind is that Bob suggested to me that Australia should become part
of CICIAM — the Committee for ICIAM. I am rather sure that I did not
initially know what he was talking about. At that stage the Committee was very
small, perhaps consisting of little more than the four founding societies, GAMM,
IMA, SIAM and SMAI, the applied mathematical societies of Germany, United
Kingdom, USA and France. I thought that was a new and exciting idea, and
was gratified that he had sufficient respect for Australian applied mathematics to
suggest it, but to me it raised a challenging question, namely: what would be the
name and shape of the Australian member society? At that time I was Chair of
the Division of Applied Mathematics of the Australian Mathematical Society — an
effective organisation, but one with an impossible mouthful of a name, no simple
acronym, and an indistinct identity.
For me that started a lengthy process of sifting the possibilities. Should we establish
a new organisation (a “shell company”) with co-membership but a better name?
That seemed possible, but very clumsy. Another consideration was that a growing
closeness between applied mathematicians from Australia and New Zealand needed
to be recognised. Eventually I had an epiphany: guided by what often happens in
the corporate world, instead of changing the structure, all that was needed was a
branding change; in short a change of brand name! And so after some mis-steps
(ANZAM was my first idea — what, no industry?) ANZIAM came into reality

∗ UNSW
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sometime around 1993. And in due course ANZIAM was accepted by ICIAM as
a medium-sized full member. It is now among the longest-standing of the 21 full
members of ICIAM — and the alphabetical leader!
ANZIAM is fundamentally still as it always was, but it is thriving under this
title, with the ANZIAM brand on the ANZIAM Journal and the annual ANZIAM
Conference, with ANZIAM having members from both Australia and New Zealand,
and with the ANZIAM conferences often held in New Zealand.
I doubt that Bob O’Malley ever realised the extent of his influence on applied
mathematics at the other end of the world. All it took was a few words. Years
later, as ICIAM Treasurer he was very helpful to ANZIAM in securing the right
to hold the 2003 Congress, and as told to me by Noel Barton, Congress Director
in 2003, Bob O’Malley was also very supportive in addressing the many problems
Noel faced along the way. He deserves a special place in the annals of ANZIAM.
For a full obituary of Bob O’Malley, see https://iciam.org/news/21/4/17/obituaryrobert-e-o%E2%80%99malley-jr
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An interview with Ms Maud El-Hachem: 2021 Winner
of the AustMS WIMSIG Maryam Mirzakhani Award*
Conducted by Masoud Kamgarpour**

1. When did you first become interested in mathematics?
I started being interested in maths when I was a kid at school. Maths exercises were
stimulating and fun to do. Our high school teacher would pass us the Canadian
Open Mathematics Challenge some years, and we could get practices beforehand.
I used to get the first prize in school, not because I was especially competitive but
because I got hooked on those exercises. I found them so creative!
2. Could you tell us about your life and career path so far?
I grew up in Canada. I graduated in computer engineering years ago, and I
was teaching programming. Now I am completing my PhD in applied maths in
Australia.
3. What does your current research involve?
My current research is about partial differential equations used to study biological
invasion. The Fisher-KPP equation is a simple reaction-diffusion equation that
admits a travelling wave solution that represents invasion well. We modified this
equation by adding a moving boundary, to obtain a sharp-fronted wave, where the
position of the moving front is known. From there, we studied the solution with
numerical solver, phase plane and perturbation methods. Once we understood the
main features of the solution, as the speed and the shape of the travelling wave,
we moved our analysis to a model of two populations. We considered for each
population a Fisher-KPP equation with a moving boundary. We also considered
a simplified model of two populations that could represent cancer invading skin.
This model included the diffusion and the proliferation of cancer population and
the degradation of the skin by cancer cells.

∗ The

Maryam Mirzakhani Award is a $3000-dollar top-up scholarship with the aim of
supporting international female mathematics postgraduate students in Australia. Each year
the award will be made on a competitive basis by a selection committee of distinguished
mathematicians, appointed by the executive committee of Australian Mathematical Society’s
Women in Mathematics Special Interest Group (WIMSIG). There is one round of the Maryam
Mirzakhani Award per year, with the closing date of 1st of April. For more details, see
https://austms.org.au/awards-grants/awards/maryam-mirzakhani-award/
**Masoud Kamgarpour is an Associate Professor in pure mathematics at the University of
Queensland. Email: masoud@uq.edu.au
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4. How do you achieve a balance between your work and life?
Doing a PhD is like having a full-time job. It does not prevent me from enjoying
life or doing the tasks of everyday life.
5. What do you think are mathematician’s duties and responsibilities
towards society?
A good example of mathematician’s duties and responsibilities is what is happening during COVID-19. The work of mathematicians contributes to understanding
how the pandemic is evolving and allows us to make predictions of what is coming.
It helps people have a sense of control over their life. It helps society make decisions
in the interest of the people.
6. How has your experience doing mathematics in Australia been so
far?
It is true that there is lack of popular and financial investment in research and in
education. But it is a problem common to many countries. What is special about
Australia is that it is so far from the rest of the world, and mathematicians still
manage to collaborate with researchers from other countries.
7. Where do you see yourself 10 years from now?
Teaching and doing research. I believe a lot in teaching and informing the new
generation.
8. What advice would you offer to young women who are just starting
their careers in the mathematical sciences?
Find opportunities to learn and achieve a career goal, have a long-term view of
life and career, and keep your integrity.
9. Any last words?
Thank you for your attention and your support.
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Domain colouring for visualising and exploring
the beauty of complex functions
Juan Carlos Ponce Campuzano
For colour versions of the diagrams in this article, see
https://austms.org.au/publications/gazette/gazette484/
Abstract
Complex functions are essential mathematical objects not only in complex
analysis but also in algebra, differential geometry and in many other
areas such as numerical mathematics and physics. Visualising complex
functions is a non-trivial task since they will produce a graph existing in
a four-dimensional space. In this paper, I provide an overview of the method
known as domain colouring to create enhanced phase portraits to visualise
and analyse complex functions. I also present a set of open-source online tools
whose main goal is to help students, and anybody interested in this topic,
to create significant connections between visual representations, algebraic
calculations and abstract mathematical concepts about complex functions.

Introduction
Visualising functions is a predominant task in many sciences and we are confronted
almost every day with diagrams in newspapers and magazines showing functions
within different contexts. A common practice to visualise such functions is
by plotting their graph inside an appropriate coordinate system, probably the
most prominent choice being the cartesian coordinate system. This allows us
to get a general impression of the function’s behaviour as well as to detect
certain distinctive mathematical features, such as minimal or maximal points
or points where the direction of curvature changes. Particularly, we can “see”
the dependence between input and output. However, this technique is limited to
three dimensions, simply because we do not know how to draw higher-dimensional
cartesian coordinate systems. This is the case of complex functions which have
four-dimensional graphs and therefore cannot be visualised traditionally.

What is domain colouring?
A way to visualise complex functions is using plain phase portraits. A plain phase
portrait of a complex function f : C → C is an image which depicts the colourcoded phase ψ(f) on the domain of f, where ψ(z) = z/|z| is the phase function.
Since the values of the phase lie on the complex unit circle, they can be represented
on a “colour wheel”.

Domain colouring for visualising and exploring the beauty of complex functions
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If we use the standard hsv colour scheme, of the three parameters hue, saturation,
and value, only the first one is involved, representing saturated colours on a circle,
as in the Figure 1 (left). The picture in the right shows the colour-coded phase of
points in the complex plane (right).

Figure 1. The colour wheel and a plain phase portrait of f (z) = z.

Consider, for example, the power functions f(z) = z n with n an integer and
z ∈ C ∪ {∞}. Recall that if n > 0, then z n has a zero at z = 0 and a pole at
z = ∞, while for n < 0 it has a pole at z = 0 and a zero at z = ∞. In all these
cases, the number |n| is said to be the order or multiplicity of the zero or the pole,
respectively.
Some phase portraits of the power functions f(z) = z n in the unit square
U = {z ∈ C : |Re z| < 1, |Im z| < 1} are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Plane phase portraits of the functions z −2, z −1, z 0 , z 1 , z 2 near z = 0.

In order to interpret these pictures we can use de Moivre’s formula, which tells us
that the phase of z n is constant along the rays emerging from the origin. Moreover,
when z moves around the unit circle, say in a counter clockwise direction, then the
phase ψ(z n ) = z n rotates on the unit (colour) circle with n-times the speed of z. If
n < 0, then ψ(z n ) travels in the reverse (clockwise) direction of z. Consequently,
poles and zeros can be distinguished by the orientation of the colours which appear
in their neighbourhood: for a zero the colours have the same orientation as on the
colour circle, for a pole the orientation is reversed. The order of a zero or a pole
can also be easily seen, it is just the number of isochromatic rays of one (arbitrarily
chosen) colour which meet at that point.
For decades people have been using different colouring techniques for visualising
functions, for example, in depicting altitudes on maps, but mostly they represent
real-valued functions using a one dimensional colour scheme. Two-dimensional
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colour schemes for visualising complex valued functions have been in use for more
than twenty years by now (see for example the work of Larry Crone [1] and Hans
Lundmark [4]), but they became popular only with Frank Farris’s review [2] of
Tristan Needham’s book “Visual Complex Analysis” [5] and its complement [3].
Farris also coined the name “domain colouring” [9].
Enhanced phase portraits
In 2011 Wegert and Semmler [9] introduced the use of phase portraits with contour
lines of phase and modulus (enhanced phase portraits) for the study of the theory
of complex functions. Figure 3 shows, for example, the enhanced phase portrait of
f(z) = z.

Figure 3. Enhanced portrait of f (z) = z with level curves.

The picture in Figure 3(a) shows a family of curves formed by (logarithmically
spaced) contour lines of the modulus of |f|. This picture also involves a grey
component g which is a sawtooth function of log |f|. This is defined as
g = log |f| − blog |f|c.

Here x → bxc is the floor function which determines the greatest integer less than
or equal to x. The jumps in the grey component generate contour lines of |f|,
i.e. lines of constant modulus. In between two such lines darker colours correspond
to smaller values of |f|. Although this colouring is relatively insensitive to the
range of the function depicted, the distance between adjacent contour lines can be
adjusted by modifying the frequency of the sawtooth function g.
On the other hand, the picture in Figure 3(b) shows a second family of curves,
perpendicular to the first one, which consists of isochromatic lines, along which f
has constant phase. In this case, the picture involves a grey component h defined
with a sawtooth function of ψ(f). That is
h = ψ(f) − bψ(f)c.

Notice that both families together subdivide the square depicted into tiles of
different shapes and sizes, see Figure 3(c).
Finally, it is worth noting that the contour lines arise from a visual effect and they
do not actually need to be computed. These shading methods are stable and do not
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required sophisticated numerical algorithms, and work almost with no additional
computational effort [10, p. 33].
Visualising roots and poles. With the use of enhanced phase portraits, roots and
poles of a complex function f(z) can be easily spotted at the points where all
colours meet. The enhanced phase portrait of z and z −1 are shown in Figure 4.
Observe the contrast between the level curves of modulus in each case.

Figure 4. Enhanced phase portraits of z (left) and z −1 (right).
2
Consider now the function f(z)
√ = (z − 1)/(z + z + 1) which has a root at z0 = 1
and two poles at z1,2 = (−1 ± 3 i)/2. Figure 5 shows the enhanced phase portrait
of f with only level curves of the modulus in the region |Re z| < 2 and |Im| < 2.
Notice the behaviour of the level curves of the modulus around the root (right
side) and the poles (left side).

Figure 5. Enhanced portrait of f (z) = (z − 1)/(z 2 + z + 1) with level curves of phase
and modulus.
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A warning about pure phase portraits. If we do not impose additional restrictions,
like continuity or differentiability, the isochromatic sets of complex functions can
be arbitrary, but this is not so for analytic functions, which are the objects of
prime interest in this paper.
In fact, analytic functions are (almost) uniquely determined by their (pure) phase
portraits, but this is not so for general functions. For example, the functions f
(analytic) and g (not analytic) defined by
f(z) =

z−1
z+1

and g(z) = (z − 1)(z + 1)

have the same phase (except at their zeros and poles) though they are completely
different. Figure 6 shows the enhanced phase portraits of f (left) and g (right) in
the square |Re z| < 2 and |Im z| < 2.

Figure 6. Enhanced phase portraits of f and g with level curves.

Since pure phase portraits do not always display enough information for exploring
general complex functions, it is recommended to use enhanced versions with
contour lines of modulus and phase in such cases.

Implementation in the computer
How does it work?
The method of domain colouring can be implemented in the computer using
mathematical software (e.g. Maple, GeoGebra, MATLAB or Mathematica) or
any programming language (e.g. Python, Java, C++ or JavaScript). This method
involves basically two main ideas:
(i) assign a colour to every point in the complex plane;
(ii) colour the domain of f by painting the location z with the colour determined
by the value f(z).
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It is common to use the colour wheel because it is easy to match the hue values
with the phase (argument) of a complex number z which is usually defined in the
interval [0, 2π), or (−π, π].
To implement this method in the computer consider a rectangular region of pixels
on the screen. This will be a discretised domain Dh for the function f. Every pixel
i is identified with a complex number zi where f is evaluated. Then calculate the
phase of the value f(z) and its corresponding colour. Finally assign the resulting
colour to that pixel. This procedure is summarised in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Every pixel i in Dh corresponds to a value zi ∈ D and is coloured using the
hue values.

Finally, the contour lines of modulus and phase can be added using the value
component in the hsv colour scheme. In this case, the saturation must be 1 (or
255, depending of the programming language).
Fortunately, the development of open-source software has also made it easier to
implement the method of domain colouring but it still requires the user to have
some basic programming skills or knowledge of mathematical software.
User-friendly Online Tools
In order to make domain colouring more accessible to a wider audience, in 2018, I
created a set of user-friendly online tools to explore and analyse complex functions
with domain colouring, including other colours schemes (e.g. RGB, B&W) and
other mathematical features (e.g. real and imaginary components).
All the tools were written in JavaScript which is quite convenient since it runs
directly from the user’s browser without having to install extra software or plugins.
With these tools the user can:
(i) easily input any complex function (the library contains a wide range of
elementary functions including polynomials, trigonometric and hyperbolic
functions, and many others);
(ii) explore the function in a different range by just dragging with mouse or
Zoom In/Out with the mouse wheel;
(iii) select different kinds of level curves to analyse the behaviour of the function;
(iv) export and save the plot as a JPG file;
(v) create a link with a specific function to share with others.
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Figure 8. Screenshot of one of the online tools.

Figure 9. Examples of enhanced phase portraits.
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Currently these tools are used by third-year students taking the course Complex
Analysis at The University of Queensland for exploring basic elementary complex
functions and other related topics such as roots of unity, Taylor series and
classification of singularities, just to mention some examples. See Figure 9.
For instance, the novelty of using phase portraits for visualising isolated singular
points is that students can observe the behaviour of the function near a singularity
to determine its properties and ultimately classify it. They can make conjectures
and test them by finding the Laurent representation of the function. This can help
to create a meaningful connection between the visual representation, the algebraic
calculations and the theorems involved in the study of singularities [7].
The purpose of creating these tools at the beginning was mainly didactic to explore
elementary functions. However, its continuous development and recent updates
have allowed more advanced complex functions to be visualised and analysed. For
example, finite Blaschke products, Atomic Singular Inner Function, Jacobi elliptic
functions, hypergeometric functions and the list goes on, see Figure 10.

Figure 10. Example of advanced complex functions.
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If the reader is interested, all the tools are available in the website https://www.
dynamicmath.xyz/domain-coloring/ which includes links to the source code
hosted in https://github.com/jcponce/complex/tree/gh-pages/dctools (GitHub)
with complete documentation for further development and/or improvements.

Final comments
Domain colouring has become a powerful tool for exploring complex functions,
especially for those who prefer thinking geometrically. Of course, its use requires
critical thinking about what one observes. In enhanced phase portraits can become
sources of inspiration that can help not only to create beautiful pictures, but also
to facilitate new views on known results and may open up new perspectives to
establish new mathematical results (see [8, 11] for examples). I hope that the
domain colouring method can become a standard tool for conveying the essence
of complex-valued functions on the plane. The online tools that I presented in this
paper have also the advantage that they can be modified and adapted, since they
are open source. I invite the reader to participate actively and create his/her own
experiments using the source code or other programming languages.
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Henri Poincare Prize awarded to Rodney Baxter
Our congratulations to Professor Rodney Baxter of the Australian National
University, who was awarded an Henri Poincaré Prize for mathematical physics
at the twentieth International Congress on Mathematical Physics in Geneva in
August “for groundbreaking contributions to the study of exactly solvable models
in statistical mechanics, which have led to, and continue to inspire, profound
developments across a broad spectrum of mathematics and physics.
For further details of his illustrious career, see
urlhttp://www.iamp.org/poincare/rjb21-laud.pdf
The Henri Poincaré Prize was initiated in 1997 to recognize outstanding contributions in mathematical physics, and contributions which lay the groundwork
for novel developments in this broad field. It is awarded to approximately three
individuals at each triennial ICMP.
The other 2021 Henri Poincaré Prize recipients are
• Demetrios Christodoulou (ETH, Zrich),
• Yoshiko Ogata (University of Tokyo), and
• Jan Phillip Solovej (University of Copenhagen).
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The 62nd International Mathematical Olympiad
Angelo Di Pasquale*
The 62nd International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) was held 14–24 July 2021.
Due to COVID19, this was a distributed IMO administered from St Petersburg,
Russian Federation. This was the third time that Russia has hosted the IMO.
A total of 619 high school students from 107 countries participated. Of these, 64
were female.
To ensure the integrity of the contest, students sat the contest papers at Exam
Centres in their own countries. The exams were invigilated from St Petersburg
using the Zoom video conferencing platform. Moreover, the IMO Board appointed
an IMO Commissioner for each Exam Centre. The Commissioner was a resident
of the country, but generally not a citizen. They were to be trusted individuals at
each Exam Centre who would ensure fair play in the administering of the contest
and in the scanning and uploading of students scripts.
As per normal IMO rules, each participating country may enter a team of up to
six students, a Team Leader and a Deputy Team Leader.1
Participating countries also submit problem proposals for the IMO. This year
there were 175 problem proposals from 51 countries. The local Problem Selection
Committee shortlisted 32 of these for the contest and then went on to set the two
contest exam papers.
At the IMO, the Team Leaders, as an international collective, form what is called
the Jury. The Jury normally makes various decisions such as approving marking
schemes, and setting medal boundaries. However, this year, decisions such as these
were made on behalf of the Jury by the Jury Chair taking advice from the IMO
Board and, if necessary, the IMO Ethics Committee.
The six problems that ultimately appeared on the IMO exam papers may be
described as follows.
1. An easy number theory problem proposed by Australia.
2. An algebraic inequality proposed by Canada. Although intended to be a
medium level problem, it turned out to be much more difficult than many
would have anticipated.
3. A difficult classical geometry problem proposed by Ukraine.
4. An easy classical geometry problem proposed by Poland.
5. A medium combinatorics problem proposed by Spain.
6. A difficult problem proposed by Austria. Although formally classified as an
algebra problem, it also contain flavours of number theory and combinatorics.

∗ IMO
1 The

Team Leader, Australia.

Email: Angelo.DiPasquale@amt.edu.au

IMO regulations also permit countries to enter a small number of additional staff as
Observers. These may fulfil various roles such as meeting child safety obligations, assisting with
marking and coordination or learning about how to host an IMO.
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These six problems were posed in two exam papers held on Monday 19 July and
Tuesday 20 July for 4.5 hours each day starting at a time between 07:30 and
12:00 Universal Coordinated Time (UTC). This helped ensure the integrity of the
contest as no student would finish the contest before another had started. Each
paper had three problems. The contestants worked individually. Each problem was
scored out of a maximum of seven points.
After the exams, the Leaders and their Deputies spent about two to three days
assessing the work of the students from their own countries, guided by marking
schemes. A local team of markers called Coordinators also assessed the papers.
They too were guided by the marking schemes but are allowed some flexibility
if, for example, a Leader brought something to their attention in a contestant’s
exam script that was not covered by the marking scheme. The Team Leader and
Coordinators must agree on scores for each student of the Leader’s country in
order to finalise scores.
The contestants found Problem 1 to be the easiest with an average score of
4.39. Problems 2 and 3 were the hardest, each averaging just 0.37. The score
distributions by problem number were as follows.
Mark

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Mean

131 522 488 218 404 562
36
61 110
33
12
12
41
12
4
39
13
2
10
2
1
2
4
3
41
3
1
12
2
1
38
1
0
1
5
2
36
2
0
5
4
0
286
16
15 309 175
37
4.39 0.37 0.37 3.82 2.15 0.48

The medal cuts were set at 24 points for Gold, 19 for Silver and 12 for Bronze.
The medal distributions2 were as follows.
Gold

Silver

Bronze

Total

Number
52
103
Proportion 8.4% 16.6%

148
23.9%

303
48.9%

These awards were announced during the online closing ceremony. Of those who
did not get a medal, a further 98 contestants received an Honourable Mention for
scoring full marks on at least one problem.
Yichuan Wang of the People’s Republic of China was the sole contestant who
achieved the most excellent feat of a perfect score of 42.

2 The

total number of medals must (normally) be approved by the Jury and should not normally
exceed half the total number of contestants. The numbers of Gold, Silver and Bronze medals
should be approximately in the ratio 1:2:3.
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Congratulations to the Australian IMO team on their performance this year! The
team finished 18th in the rankings3 , bringing home two Gold medals,4 two Silver
medals, one Bronze medal and one Honourable Mention.
The Gold medallists were
• Andres Buritica, year 12, Scotch College, VIC
• Hadyn Tang, year 12, Trinity Grammar School, VIC
The Silver medallists were
• Zian Shang, year 10, Scotch College, VIC
• Haibing Wang, year 12, James Ruse Agricultural High School, NSW
The Bronze medallist was
• Jason Chi, year 12, Scotch College, VIC
An Honourable Mention was awarded to
• Ruiying Wu, year 12, St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls, WA for her
complete solution to Problem 5. Ruiying was also one of five girls at the
IMO who was a recipient of the Mirzakhani Award,5 being the outstanding
female IMO contestant from Oceania.
The following table shows the Australian Team’s scores in detail.
Name

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Total

Award

Andres Buritica
Jason Chi
Zian Shang
Hadyn Tang
Haibing Wang
Ruiying Wu

7
6
7
7
7
0

0
1
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
0
0

7
7
7
7
7
2

7
0
7
7
7
7

3
0
0
7
0
0

24
14
22
29
21
10

Gold
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Silver
HM

Total

34

2

2

37

35

10

120

18th/105

Australian average 5.67 0.33 0.33 6.17 5.83 1.67 20.00
IMO average
4.39 0.37 0.37 3.82 2.15 0.48 11.59
One member of the 2021 Australian IMO team is eligible for the 2022 IMO team.
The 2021 IMO was organised by the Ministry of Education of the Russian
Federation, the Government of St. Petersburg, Herzen University, and the
Presidential Physics and Mathematics Lyceum No. 239, Talent Academy.

3 The

ranking of countries is not officially part of the IMO general regulations. However, countries
are ranked each year on the IMO’s official website according to the sum of the individual student
scores from each country.
4 This is now the fourth year in a row that the Australia IMO Team has won two Gold medals.
5 Named for Fields medal winner Maryam Mirzakhani, these awards aim to encourage girls in
mathematics.
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Students sitting day 1 exam. First row left to right: Andres Buritica, Jason Chi, Zian
Shang. Second row left to right: Hadyn Tang, Haibing Wang, Ruiying Wu.

Hosts for future IMOs have been secured as follows.
6–16 July 2022 Oslo, Norway
2–13 July 2023 Chiba, Japan
2024
Kyiv, Ukraine
2025
Melbourne, Australia
Much of the statistical information found in this report can also be found on the
official website of the IMO. https://www.imo-official.org
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English (eng), day 1

Monday, 19. July 2021
Problem 1. Let n ≥ 100 be an integer. Ivan writes the numbers n, n + 1, . . . , 2n
each on different cards. He then shuffles these n + 1 cards, and divides them into
two piles. Prove that at least one of the piles contains two cards such that the sum
of their numbers is a perfect square.
Problem 2. Show that the inequality
n X
n q
n X
n q
X
X
|xi − xj | ≤
|xi + xj |
i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

holds for all real numbers x1 , . . . , xn .
Problem 3. Let D be an interior point of the acute triangle ABC with AB > AC
so that ∠DAB = ∠CAD. The point E on the segment AC satisfies ∠ADE =
∠BCD, the point F on the segment AB satisfies ∠F DA = ∠DBC, and the point
X on the line AC satisfies CX = BX. Let O1 and O2 be the circumcentres of the
triangles ADC and EXD, respectively. Prove that the lines BC, EF , and O1 O2
are concurrent.

Language: English

Time: 4 hours and 30 minutes.
Each problem is worth 7 points.
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English (eng), day 2

Tuesday, 20. July 2021
Problem 4. Let Γ be a circle with centre I, and ABCD a convex quadrilateral
such that each of the segments AB, BC, CD and DA is tangent to Γ. Let Ω be
the circumcircle of the triangle AIC. The extension of BA beyond A meets Ω at
X, and the extension of BC beyond C meets Ω at Z. The extensions of AD and
CD beyond D meet Ω at Y and T , respectively. Prove that
AD + DT + T X + XA = CD + DY + Y Z + ZC.
Problem 5. Two squirrels, Bushy and Jumpy, have collected 2021 walnuts for
the winter. Jumpy numbers the walnuts from 1 through 2021, and digs 2021 little
holes in a circular pattern in the ground around their favourite tree. The next
morning Jumpy notices that Bushy had placed one walnut into each hole, but
had paid no attention to the numbering. Unhappy, Jumpy decides to reorder the
walnuts by performing a sequence of 2021 moves. In the k-th move, Jumpy swaps
the positions of the two walnuts adjacent to walnut k.
Prove that there exists a value of k such that, on the k-th move, Jumpy swaps
some walnuts a and b such that a < k < b.
Problem 6. Let m ≥ 2 be an integer, A be a finite set of (not necessarily
positive) integers, and B1 , B2 , B3 , . . . , Bm be subsets of A. Assume that for each
k = 1, 2, . . ., m the sum of the elements of Bk is mk . Prove that A contains at
least m/2 elements.

Language: English

Time: 4 hours and 30 minutes.
Each problem is worth 7 points.
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Some Country Totals
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
9
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
18
18
20
21
21
23
24
25
26
27
27
29
30

Country
People’s Republic of China
Russian Federation
Republic of Korea
United States of America
Canada
Ukraine
Israel
Italy
Taiwan
United Kingdom
Mongolia
Germany
Poland
Vietnam
Singapore
Czech Republic
Thailand
Australia
Bulgaria
Kazakhstan
Croatia
Hong Kong
Philippines
Belarus
Japan
India
France
Romania
Islamic Republic of Iran
Peru

Total
208
183
172
165
151
149
139
139
131
131
130
129
126
125
123
121
121
120
120
117
113
113
111
109
108
106
105
105
104
103
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Distribution of Awards at the 2021 IMO
Country
Albania
Algeria
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belarus
Belgium
Bolivia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iraq
Ireland
Islamic Republic of Iran
Israel

Total
11
16
66
91
120
47
62
68
109
68
28
81
0
96
120
151
23
51
23
113
28
121
46
34
2
37
63
41
105
74
129
11
47
13
113
101
11
106
99
16
12
104
139

Gold Silver Bronze HM
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
2
2
2
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
0
1
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
0
3
1
0
1
2
0
0
3
2

0
0
0
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
0
5
0
3
2
0
0
1
1
3
0
1
1
2
0
1
1
1
3
3
1
0
2
0
1
5
0
3
4
1
0
3
1

1
0
2
0
1
1
3
2
1
3
1
1
0
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
1
3
3
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
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Country
Italy
Japan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kosovo
Kyrgyzstan
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macau
Malaysia
Mauritania
Mexico
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Nigeria
North Macedonia
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
People’s Republic of China
Peru
Philippines
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Republic of Korea
Republic of Moldova
Romania
Russian Federation
Rwanda
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain

Total
139
108
117
2
23
34
64
31
7
60
74
7
98
130
27
33
15
65
41
25
6
67
62
2
2
36
18
208
103
111
126
60
27
172
62
105
183
3
90
102
123
82
47
53
50

Gold Silver Bronze HM
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
1
0
0
5
0
0
5
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

4
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
5
1
0
1
0
3
1
0
1
2
3
2
0
0
0

1
3
2
0
0
0
3
1
0
3
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
2
2
1
0
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
4
2
0
2
1
0
3
2
0
0
3
1
2
2
2
3
1

0
0
0
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
1
3
1
3
0
1
0
2
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
2
1
0
1
2
1
3
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Country
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Thailand
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Uganda
Ukraine
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam

Total
25
56
64
44
131
54
121
10
57
96
55
3
149
131
165
17
51
24
125

Total (107 countries, 619 contestants)
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Gold Silver Bronze HM
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
3
2
4
0
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
3
0
3
0
1
1
0
0
2
3
2
0
1
0
2

0
1
3
2
2
3
2
0
1
5
3
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
3

2
1
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
1
0
1
1
2
0

52

103

148

98

N.B. Not all countries entered a full team of six students.
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World's oldest known example of applied geometry
is unearthed
Susannah Waters*
UNSW Sydney mathematician Dr Daniel Mansfield has revealed that ancient clay
tablet, “Si.427”, could be the oldest known example of applied geometry.
The artifact, which was discovered in central Iraq in the 19th century and has been
in an Istanbul museum for more than 100 years, dates back to the Old Babylon
(OB) period approximately 3700 years ago.
Dr Mansfield explained the motivation behind proto-trigonometry in ancient
Babylon in his recent paper in Foundations of Science [1].
“[Si.427 is] the only known example of a cadastral document from the OB period,
which is a plan used by surveyors to define land boundaries”, he told UNSW
Sydney [2]. “In this case, it tells us legal and geometric details about a field that’s
split after some of it was sold off”.

Photo: UNSW Sydney.

Significantly, the surveyor uses “Pythagorean triples” to produce accurate right
angles. “We have known for a long time that the Babylonians were interested in
Pythagorean triples, but we never knew why”, Dr Mansfield said. “What were they
doing with all these right triangles? What problem did they solve? I travelled to
museums, libraries and private collections around the world looking for answers,
which brought me to Istanbul and Si.427”.

∗ Project

Officer - Online Communications, School of Mathematics and Statistics, UNSW
Sydney 2052. Email: s.waters@unsw.edu.au
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To Dr Mansfield’s delight, he was able to make a connection between another
tablet, Plimpton 322, and Si.427.
Four years ago Dr Mansfield and Professor Norman Wildberger [3] revealed that
Plimpton 322, which had perplexed scientists for decades, was probably the world’s
oldest and most accurate trigonometric table that could have been used by ancient
mathematical scribes to construct palaces and temples, build canals, or survey
land.
“It is generally accepted that trigonometry – the branch of maths that is concerned
with the study of triangles – was developed by the ancient Greeks studying the
night sky in the second century BCE,” Dr Mansfield said.
“But the Babylonians developed their own alternative ‘proto-trigonometry’ to
solve problems related to measuring the ground, not the sky.”
He believes that with the new tablet, the Babylonians’ interest in geometry is
unveiled: to lay down precise land boundaries at a time when land was starting to
become private.
Dr Mansfield first became acquainted with Si.427 after perusing excavation records,
triggering a mission to track it down.
“It was a real challenge to trace the tablet from these records and physically
find it – the report said that the tablet had gone to the Imperial Museum of
Constantinople, a place that obviously doesn’t exist anymore.
“Using that piece of information, I went on a quest to track it down. . . until one
day in mid-2018 a photo of Si.427 finally landed in my inbox.
“Even after locating the object, it still took months to fully understand just how
significant it is, and so it’s really satisfying to finally be able to share that story”,
said Dr Mansfield.
For more, see:
[1] Mansfield, D. (2021). Plimpton 322: a study of rectangles. Springer, Foundations of Science
(online), https://doi.org/10.1007/s10699-021-09806-0 (accessed 1 October 2021).
[2] Australian mathematician reveals world’s oldest example of applied geometry, Isabelle Dubach, UNSW Newsroom (online), https://news.unsw.edu.au/en/australianmathematician-reveals-oldest-applied-geometry (accessed 1 October 2021).
[3] Mathematical mystery of ancient Babylonian clay tablet revealed by Daniel Mansfield and Norman Wildberger (online), https://www.maths.unsw.edu.au/news/2017-08/
babylonian-tablet-study-mansfield-wildberger (accessed 1 October 2021).
[4] How ancient Babylonian land surveyors developed a unique form of trigonometry —
1,000 years before the Greeks - article by Daniel Mansfield in The Conversation (online),
https://theconversation.com/how-ancient-babylonian-land-surveyors-developed-a-uniqueform-of-trigonometry-1-000-years-before-the-greeks-163428 (accessed 1 October 2021).
[5] Video about the research find, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8C6IbJJ-mhM (accessed
1 October 2021).

MATRI
Tom Keegan*

MATRIX Collaborations
Over the past year MATRIX has used the lull in face-to-face activities to build new
international partnerships such as the tandem workshops with the Mathematisches
Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach (MFO) and the Simons Foundation, and is
reaffirming its partnerships with the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
(MSRI) in Berkeley as well as with the South Korean Institute for Basic Science
(IBS). Domestically MATRIX has started a PhD symposium series together
with AMSI as well as a MATRIX-SMRI research symposium built around a
distinguished researcher or publication.
MATRIX-Simons Collaborative Fund
MATRIX has launched a new fund to enhance collaboration. The fund is made
available by a generous grant from the US-based Simons Foundation. Research programs with financial support from business, industry, government, funding bodies
or donors will be eligible to receive matched funding up to $20,000. For further
information: https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/collaborative-fund-guidelines/
MATRIX-Simons Travel Grant Scheme
MATRIX provides partial travel support in the form of grants of up to $1,250 to
those invited to participate in research programs at Creswick in 2022, 2023 and
2024. Preference may be given to participants from developing countries especially
in the Asia-Pacific region and to applicants from diverse backgrounds.
This scheme is made available by a generous grant from the US-based Simons
Foundation. For further information:
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/travel-grant-scheme-guidelines/
Upcoming Research Programs
MATRIX looks forward to the following seven research programs planned for the
remainder of 2021:
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/events-01/programs/
• Invariants and Structures in Low-Dimensional Topology (MATRIX-MFO)
• Rough Wave Equations (MATRIX-MFO)
∗ MATRIX,

Creswick, http://www.matrix-inst.org.au/

Mathematical Research Institute MATRIX

•
•
•
•
•
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Women in Geometry, Analysis and Topology
Isoperimetric Inequalities in Geometric Partial Differential Equations
Groups and Geometries
Quantum Curves, Integrability and Cluster Algebras
SMRI-MATRIX Workshop with Martin Hairer (Part II): Stochastic
Analysis for Randomly Evolving Surfaces

Online Seminar Series
MATRIX hosts monthly online seminars. For information on upcoming seminars
and access to recordings of past seminars, visit:
https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/events-01/online-seminars/
Further Information
MATRIX is a national partnership between the University of Melbourne, Monash
University and the Australian National University, with the University of Queensland and the ARC Centre of Excellence for Mathematical and Statistical Frontiers
(ACEMS) as Associate Members.
Comments, suggestions and requests are always welcome. Please send these, as
appropriate, to:
Director: Jan de Gier (jdg@matrix-inst.org.au)
Deputy Directors: David Wood (davidw@matrix-inst.org.au)
Peter Bouwknegt (peterb@matrix-inst.org.au)
Support team: Tom Keegan (Executive Officer) (tomk@matrix-inst.org.au)
Joy Lukman (Programs Coordinator) (office@matrix-inst.org.au)
Website: https://www.matrix-inst.org.au
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MATRIX Inst
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/matrix-australia/

Tom Keegan is the Executive Officer of MATRIX. He has worked in
research and graduate research management in the university sector
in Victoria for the past 16 years. He provides expertise in managing
high-level strategic initiatives, resources and operational planning for
MATRIX. Tom is a member of the Australasian Research Management
Society (ARMS) and former member of the ARMS Victoria-Tasmania
Chapter Executive.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tomkeegan2/
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News from the Women in Mathematics
Special Interest Group
Catherine Greenhill *
As many of you know, the Committee for Women in Mathematics1 (CWM) is a
committee of the International Mathematics Union (IMU) which aims to promote
international contact between national and regional organisations for women in
the mathematical sciences. The first CWM Committee was appointed by the IMU
in 2015, and Prof. Cheryl Praeger (UWA) is a member of the current CWM
Committee. In addition, there are around 140 CWM Ambassadors world-wide, to
facilitate communication between the CWM and women in mathematics globally.
On 24 and 25 June 2021, the first meeting of the CWM Ambassadors from Asia
and Oceania took place (via Zoom). It was fascinating to hear presentations from
CWM Ambassadors from 17 countries across Asia, speaking about the situation
for women in mathematics in their country. We heard from CWM Ambassadors
from Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Malaysia, Nepal, Oman, the Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka,
Thailand and Uzbekistan, and I gave a brief presentation representing Australia.
During a panel discussion it was proposed that an organisation should be formed
for women in mathematics in Asia and Oceania. There was enthusiastic support
for this proposal from attendees. This new organisation, which will be called Asian
and Oceanian Women in Mathematics (AOWM), should provide opportunities for
connections between women in mathematics in Asia and Oceania to be extended
and strengthened.
I am representing Oceania on the working group which has been formed to set
up AOWM. The working group is chaired by Prof. Motoko Kotani (Tohuku
University, Japan) who is also a member of the current CWM Committee. We
held our first meeting in August and are working on draft guidelines for the
AOWM. When the draft guidelines for AOWM are ready, they will be circulated
to CWM Ambassadors in the region for feedback and further circulation within
their national groups. So if you are a member or friend of WIMSIG, please keep
an eye out for your opportunity to provide feedback.

Catherine Greenhill is a Professor at UNSW Sydney. She is the
current Chair of the Women in Mathematics Special Interest
Group (WIMSIG) of the Australian Mathematical Society.
Catherine’s research interest are in probabilistic, asymptotic and
algorithmic combinatorics.

∗ Email:

WIMSIG-chair@women.austms.org.au

1 https://www.mathunion.org/cwm

Completed PhDs
Australian National University
• Dr Adelle Wright, On the existence, stability and relaxation of discontinuous magnetohydrodynamic states, supervisors: Matthew Hole (Primary),
Robert Dewar, Stuart Hudson.
• Dr Lishan Fang, Error estimation and adaptive refinement of finite element
thin plate spline, supervisors: Linda Stals (Primary), Stephen Roberts,
Qinian Jin.
La Trobe University
• Dr Timothy Koussas, The classification of dualisable aperiodic semigroups,
supervisors: Marcel Jackson, Brian Davey.
University of Melbourne
• Dr Csaba Nagy, The classification of 8-dimensional E-manifolds, supervisor: Diarmuid Crowley.
University of Southern Queensland
• Dr Yen Pham, System dynamics modelling for drought management for
sustainable agricultural development: a case study in a coffee production
system in VietNam, supervisors: Kathryn Reardon-Smith and Ravinesh
Deo.
University of Sydney
• Dr Sean Gardiner, On maximal subgroups on idempotent-generated semigroups associated with biordered sets, supervisor: David Easdown.
• Dr Nicholas James, Distance measures, inconsistency matrices and algorithms for the study of epidemiological and financial crises, supervisor:
Jennifer Chan.
• Dr Yeeka Yau, Automatic structures for Coxeter groups, supervisor: James
Parkinson.
• Dr Pantea Pooladvand, Mathematical models in oncolytic virotherapy and
immunology, supervisor: Peter Kim.
University of Western Australia
• Dr Thomas Lymburn, Beyond the echo state property – generalised synchronisation and consistency in reservoir computers, supervisors: Thomas
Jüngling, Michael Small and David Walker.
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Awards and other achievements
Curtin University
• Congratulations to Dr Mengbin (Ben) Ye for being the latest Premier’s
Early to Mid-Career Fellow. The Premier’s Science Fellowship Program
aims to attract Premier’s Science Fellows (distinguished researchers and
leaders of international prominence) and Premier’s Early to Mid-Career
Fellows (supporting early to mid-career researchers) to Western Australia.
Dr Ye’s research will focus on the mathematical modelling of opinion
formation and collective decision-making in complex social networks. The
appointment of Dr Ye reflects the increasing importance of artificial
intelligence research to WA. It is a seeding opportunity to grow a new
interdisciplinary area of artificial intelligence research which sits at the
intersection of engineering, mathematics and social science.
Dr Ye will carry out his research at the School of Electrical Engineering,
Computing and Mathematical Sciences, Curtin University. He has been
attracted to WA from the Netherlands where he was a postdoctoral
researcher, after completing a PhD at ANU.
Griffith University
• Associate Professor Tim Gould has been awarded a Future Fellowship to
improve the modelling of chemical reactions in solvents. This interdisciplinary project will draw on mathematical, chemical, physical and data
science techniques with the aim to improve the quality of models without
increasing their numerical cost.
La Trobe University
• Emeritus Prof. Philip Broadbridge’s term as chief mathematics editor of
Proceedings of the Royal Society Series A has been extended indefinitely.
• Dr Rebecca Chisholm and her work for indigenous communities was
highlighted as “Research that counts” in the La Trobe University ViceChancellor’s blog “From the VC’s desk”. https://www.latrobe.edu.au/vicechancellor/from-the-vcs-desk/august-2021. For further details, https://
austms.org.au/contribution-of-mathematical-modelling-to-covid-19response-strategies-in-regional-and-remote-australian-aboriginal-andtorres-strait-islander-communities/
• Dr Rupert Kuveke, a casual academic in the Department of Mathematics
and Statistics, has been awarded the College of SHE Provost Sessional
Teaching Award for demonstrating excellent support of students in his role
as sessional teaching staff member.
University of Melbourne
• The ARC has awarded four Future Fellowships, to Jen Flegg, Jack Hall,
Johanna Knapp and Marcy Robertson.
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University of Sydney
• The ARC has awarded DECRAs to Shila Ghazanfar and Ashish Goyal.
UNSW Canberra
• Professor Jason Sharples has been elected Fellow of the Royal Society of
NSW.
UNSW Sydney
• Dr Rohitash Chandra is part of a project that is led by a team at CSIRO
who received $1,000,000 in funding from the NHMRC Medical Research
Future Fund (MRFF) for screening existing drugs and advancing those
that can be used to treat COVID-19.
• Dr Clara Grazian was awarded an ACEMS Sprint Scheme grant for the
project “Copula directional dependence techniques for inferring directionality on gene expression data”.

Appointments, departures and promotions
Australian National University
• Emeritus Status has been awarded to Professor Stephen Roberts and
Professor John Urbas.
• Yuancheng Zhou and Sean Gomes have been appointed as Postdoctoral
Fellows.
• Qian Zhang, Shuaige Qiao and Alexander Campbell have departed.
Federation University
• David Gao and David Yost are no longer employed.
La Trobe University
• Dr Tomasz Kowalski has left to return to a position in Poland. Tomasz
will keep a connection with the department as an adjunct.
• Dr Hien Duy Nguyen has left La Trobe University to be closer to his family
in Queensland. Hien will remain affiliated with the Department as an
adjunct and will continue supervising his LTU graduate students. Together
with Dr Long Truong, Department of Engineering, Hien has been recently
successful in receiving a research grant from the Australian Government’s
Road Safety Innovation Fund for their project entitled “Development of
planning-stage crash prediction tools”, which will assist in improving road
safety on Australian roads.
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Macquarie University
• Macquarie University Council conferred the title of Professor Emeritus on
Dominic Verity.
• Dr Lyndon Koens has accepted an offer as a Lecturer at the University of
Hull, UK. He will be leaving Macquarie in December 2021.
• Associate Professor Maurizio Manuguerra from Department of Mathematics at Macquarie University returned to Europe in August 2021.
Monash University
•
•
•
•

Kais Hamza has been promoted to Professor.
Norm Do has been promoted to Associate Professor.
Andy Hammerlindl has been promoted to Senior Lecturer.
Santiago Barrera Acevedo has been promoted to Lecturer.

UNSW Sydney
• Dr Michael Watson will join the Department of Applied Mathematics later
this year and Dr Mareike Dressler will join the department in 2022.
• Dr Anna Romanov and Dr Behrouz Taji will join the Department of Pure
Mathematics in term 3 this year.
• Dr Daniel Mansfield and Dr Amandine Schaeffer were promoted to Senior
Lecturer for their outstanding contributions in research, teaching and
leadership.
University of Technology Sydney
• UTS has seen the departures of three long tenured staff members: Prof.
Eckhard Platen FAustMS, Prof. Alex Novikov, and A/Prof. Yakov Zinder.
All three now hold honorary positions at the university.

New Books
UNSW Sydney
Dr David Angell’s upcoming book, Irrationality and Transcendence in Number
Theory, is currently available for pre-order, and will be published by Taylor and
Francis/CRC Press in February 2022. The book serves as a guide and introduction
to number theory for advanced undergraduates and early postgraduates, taking
readers from the discovery of irrationals in the days of Pythagoras to the ideas
behind the work of Baker and Mahler on transcendence in the 20th century.
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Conferences and Courses
Conferences and courses are listed in order of the first day.
Information given here is the most up to date supplied to us at the time of going
to press. Thanks to the ongoing disruption caused by the pandemic, you should
check the relevant webpages, or contact the organisers directly, for updates.
For details of MATRIX research programs/workshops planned in the remainder of
this year, or next year, please see the listing in Tom Keegan’s article in this issue,
or visit https://www.matrix-inst.org.au/events-01/programs/page/2/.
International Workshop on the Mathematics of Sea Ice and Ice Sheets
Dates: 9–12 November 2021
Venue: USQ Toowoomba campus and online via Zoom
Web: https://usq.edu.au/study/faculty-events/2021/11/Workshop on
Mathematics of Sea Ice and Ice Sheets
The cryosphere is one of the critical components of the Earth’s climate systems,
and it has been the subject of significant transformation in recent years in response
to climate change. There are several mathematical challenges to modelling this
system, and the Workshop aims to bring other researchers who are experts in
the mathematical modelling of ice sheets and sea ice, the two being related by
separated parts of the cryosphere.
Deadline for Abstracts: 15 October 2021.
This workshop is supported by grants awarded by the Australian Mathematical
Sciences Institute (AMSI) and the Australasian Fluid Mechanics Society (AFMS).
Workshop on the Intersections of Computation and Optimisation
Dates: 22–25 November 2021
Venue: Blended format, including face to face at ANU; see below
Web: http://mocao.org/WICO/
Mirror: https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/workshop-intersectionscomputation-and-optimisations
The Special Interest Group MoCaO (Mathematics of Computation and Optimisation) is planning a new workshop, sponsored by ANU, UNSW and AMSI.
Optimisation often faces unique issues when there is a need to efficiently compute.
On the other hand, computational techniques at times utilise optimisation within
their algorithms. Both areas fundamentally need to understand approximation
in all its facets which is also fundamental to computation as are the associated
notions of convergence. Indeed, recent research has blurred the boundaries between
optimisation (continuous and discrete), computation and areas of computing
science. The area of machine learning has crept into relevance everywhere. Recently
research has turned to its use in computational techniques including enhancement
of optimisation algorithms and the cycle of cross fertilization of ideas continues.
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We intend to run the workshop in a blended format, involving a face to face
component which will be held at the ANU mathematics school in conjunction
with a simultaneous/parallel online format to which both groups of participants
will engage. Some keynotes will present in person (streamed online from ANU)
and others will engage totally online in a remote format. We encourage local and
international participants to take part in the online workshop. In addition to their
keynote presentations, keynotes will be invited to give a lectorial-discussion session
that will promote research questions and engage emerging researchers in these
areas.
Keynote Speakers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prof. Gerlind Plonka-Hoch (University of Goettingen, Germany)
Prof. Frances Kuo (UNSW)
Prof Stefan Wild (Argonne, USA)
Prof. Stephen Wright (Wisconsin USA)
Prof. Ian Turner (QUT)
Prof. Claudia Sagastizabal (IMECC-Unicamp and CEMEAI, Brazil)
Prof. Martin Berggren (Ume University, Sweden)

The COMBINED ABACBS and Phylomania 2021 conference
Dates: 22–26 November 2021
Venue: Universty of Tasmania and ONline
Web: https://www.abacbs.org/conference2021
This hybrid conference of the Australian Bioinformatics And Computational
Biology Society, the COMBINE student symposium, and the annual Phylomania
conference will facilitate meeting in person in the ‘hub’ site of each state with
LIVE talks in each hub Zoomed LIVE to all other states (i.e. no playback of
talk recordings). The conference will be held in conjunction with the COMBINE
student conference, the phylogenetics conference (Phylomania), and workshops.
Abstract submission and registrations are now open. We welcome abstracts broadly
related to bioinformatics, computational biology and phylogenetics. Please visit the
website for more information.
CATS 2021: Computational & Algorithmic Topology, Sydney
Dates: November/December 2021
Venue: Live talks in Sydney (streamed via the ACE network)
Web: https://sites.google.com/view/cats-2020/
Following the online component in July, we plan to run this workshop with
problem sessions and live Q&A sessions with the speakers, as well as streamed
talks given live via the ACE network. Talks will report on recent results and
explore future directions in computational and algorithmic topology and related
areas. Speakers include Benjamin A. Burton (The University of Queensland), Joan
Licata (Australian National University), Jessica Purcell (Monash University), and
Vanessa Robins (Australian National University).
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Mathematica Solis et Terrae
Dates: 2–3 December 2021 (rescheduled)
Venue: Australian National University, Canberra
Web: https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/math%C4%93maticas%C5%8Dlis-et-terrae-australian-academy-science-elizabeth-and-frederick
This event was originally scheduled in the MSI Special Year 2020 – Mathematical
Physics calendar but has been rescheduled to 2021 due to COVID-19.
This two-day research conference will bring together a diverse group of disciplines
to share challenges and explore synergies in high performance computing simulation in various fields. It will cover topics in numerical analysis (e.g. Galerkin
methods, spline-based techniques, sparse-grids, uncertainty quantification and
matching layers), and applications in solid Earth (geophysics), land-atmosphere
carbon exchange (earth systems science), and solar physics.
Registration and abstract submissions are now open. Deadline for contributed talks
is 1 November 2021.
65th Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society
Dates: Tuesday–Friday 7–10 December 2021
Venue: University of Newcastle
Web: https://carma.newcastle.edu.au/meetings/austms2021/#page=about
Registration: https://www.mathematics.org.au/sys/registration/
identity.php?conf id=51
The 65th Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society will be hosted
by the University of Newcastle’s School of Information and Physical Sciences.
Due to the current uncertainty about future government restrictions concerning
the ongoing pandemic, the conference will primarily be held on-line, with all talks
delivered via Zoom. If restrictions permit, there may be a face-to-face component
of the conference at the Newcastle University City Campus, allowing participants
to mingle and speakers to broadcast their Zoom talks from lecture rooms in front
of a live audience.
Registration is now open. Abstract submission closes on 15 November.
The 43rd Australasian Combinatorics Conference (43ACC)
Dates: 13–17 December 2021
Venue: The University of Melbourne
Web: http://43acc.ms.unimelb.edu.au
Due to COVID-19 and related restrictions, the conference will now be run via
Zoom. Researchers in any area of discrete mathematics and its applications are
warmly invited to attend and give talks. Registration is now open at the website.
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Key dates
• Early bird registration ends 31 October 2021
• Registration ends 21 November 2021
• Abstract submission ends 21 November 2021
Workshop on Optimisation, Metric Bounds, Approximation and
Transversality
Dates: 13–17 December 2021
Venue: Online
Web: https://wombat.mocao.org/
The annual Workshop on Optimisation, Metric Bounds, Approximation and
Transversality (WOMBAT 2021) will be held in Sydney in a hybrid format from
13 to 17 December 2021.
Confirmed keynote speakers:
•
•
•
•
•

Regina Burachik (University of South Australia)
Joydeep Dutta (Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur, India)
Russell Luke (Universität Göttingen, Germany)
Javier Pea (Carnegie Mellon University, USA)
Stephen Wright (University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA)

Registration is now open at the website.
Organisers: Nadia Sukhorukova (Swinburne), Minh Dao (Federation Uni), Reinier
Dı́az Millán (Deakin), Andrew Eberhard (RMIT), Nam Ho-Nguyen (UniSyd), Alex
Kruger (Federation Uni), Vera Roshchina (UNSW), Björn Rüffer (Uni Newcastle),
and Julien Ugon (Deakin).
International Congress of Mathematicians
Dates: 6–14 July 2022
Venue: Saint Petersburg, Russia
Web: https://icm2022.org
Registration is now open.
IAEA Technical Meeting on Energetic Particles and Theory of Plasma
Instabilities in Magnetic Confinement Fusion (EPPI2022)
Dates: 21–24 November 2022
Venue: Australian National University
Web: https://maths.anu.edu.au/news-events/events/iaea-technical-meetingenergetic-particles-and-theory-plasma-instabilities
For further details, see Gazette 48, no.3, page 146, or the website.
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Vale
Derek W Robinson
Prof Derek Robinson FAustMS passed away on 31 August. Derek was AustMS
President from 1994 to 1996, and occupied various other leadership roles within the
Society at different times. He moved to Australia in 1978, first to UNSW in Sydney,
and several years later to ANU. Active until the end, his research was focussed on
the mathematical foundations of modern physics, and he is perhaps best known for
the two volumes with Ola Bratteli “Operator Algebras and Quantum Statistical
Mechanics”. He will also be remembered for his enthusiastic cycling.

65th Annual Meeting of the Australian Mathematical Society
Dates: Tuesday 7 December to Friday 10 December 2021
Venue: ONLINE
For enquiries please contact Florian Breuer: florian.breuer@newcastle.edu.au

The Society’s Annual General Meeting
The Society’s 65th Annual General Meeting will be held on Thursday 9th
December 2021 at 4 pm AEST, via Zoom, during the Society’s online annual
conference. The agenda, papers, and zoom link for the meeting, will be posted
on the conference website about a week before the meeting.

Special Interest Meeting deadline
The next application deadline for Special Interest Meetings will be posted on the
AMSI website at http://research.amsi.org.au/workshop-funding/. Applications
are required at least three months in advance of the meeting.
If funding is sought from AMSI, applications should be made via the AMSI
website. If funding is being sought from both AustMS and AMSI, a single
application should be made at the above website. If funding is not being sought
from AMSI, please contact the AustMS Secretary, Deborah Jackson (email:
Secretary@austms.org.au). For further details and rules governing the approval
of grants, see https://austms.org.au/awards-grants/special-interest-meetings/.
Applicants are reminded that there is a maximum grant of $3,500 per meeting.

Lift-off Fellowships
Members are reminded of the Society’s Lift-off Fellowships which provide shortterm support, including living expenses and travel grants, for students who have
recently submitted for examination a PhD thesis in the mathematical sciences.
The fellowship rules, application form and details of past fellowship holders can be
found at https://austms.org.au/awards-grants/awards/lift-off-fellowships/lift-offfellowships-information/
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If you will soon complete a PhD, or have a student who will soon complete a PhD,
please keep the scheme in mind.
Deborah Jackson

AustMS Secretary
Email: Secretary@AustMS.org.au

Deborah Jackson (née Trueman) is a lecturer at La Trobe
University. She began her academic career at Monash University
and then moved to Swinburne University. After several years back
at Monash, she joined La Trobe in 2010. Deborah was honorary
Chair of the Victorian Algebra Group from 1996 to 2003 and its
Secretary from 1994 to 1995. Deborah took over as Secretary of the
Society in September 2019.

The Australian Mathematical Society
President:

Prof Ole Warnaar

School of Mathematics and Physics
The University of Queensland
Brisbane, QLD 4072, Australia.
o.warnaar@maths.uq.edu.au

Secretary:

Dr D.C. Jackson

School of Engineering and Mathematical Sciences
La Trobe University
Bundoora, VIC 3086, Australia.
d.jackson@latrobe.edu.au

Treasurer:

Prof Lilia Ferrario

Mathematical Sciences Institute
Australian National University
Canberra, ACT 0200, Australia.
lilia.ferrario@anu.edu.au

Business Manager:

Ms May Truong

Department of Mathematics
Building #145, Science Road
Australian National University
Acton, ACT 2601, Australia.
office@austms.org.au

Membership and Correspondence
Applications for membership, notices of change of address or title or position, members’ subscriptions, correspondence related to accounts, correspondence about the distribution of the Society’s
publications, and orders for back numbers, should be sent to the Treasurer. All other correspondence should be sent to the Secretary. Membership rates and other details can be found at the
Society web site: www.austms.org.au.
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